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Abstract

Due to the increasing need of highly dependable services in Service-Oriented Architec-
tures (SOA), service-level agreements include more and more frequently such traditional
aspects as security, safety, availability, reliability, etc. Whenever a service can no longer be
provided with the required QoS, the service requester need to switch dynamically to a new
service having adequate service parameters. In the currentpaper, we propose a metamodel
to capture such parameters required for reliable messagingin services in a semi-formal
way (as an extension to [1]). Furthermore, we incorporate fault-tolerant algorithms into
appropriate reconfiguration mechanisms for modeling reliable message delivery by graph
transformation rules.
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1 Introduction

Service-Oriented Architectures (SOA) provide a flexible and dynamic platform
for implementing business services. The main business-level driver of the SOA
paradigm iscomponentization, which raises the level of abstraction from objects to
services in the design process of distributed applications. The main architectural-
level driver of the SOA paradigm is to provide a common middleware framework
for dynamic discovery, interaction and reconfiguration of service components in-
dependently of the actual business environment.

Due to the increasing need of highly dependable services, service-level agree-
ments include more and more frequently such traditional (non-functional) aspects
as security, safety, availability, reliability, etc. The general idea is that whenever
a service can no longer be provided with the required QoS, theservice requester
needs to switch dynamically to a new service having adequateservice parameters.

In an ideal scenario of using service-level agreements, designers only specify
the requirements for a specific service, and reconfigurations aiming to maintain
the required QoS parameters are handled automatically by the underlying service
middleware platform. Therefore, the service requestor does not need to be adapted
explicitly (i.e. on the code level) to the evolution of the environment.

Recently, the identification of non-functional parametersof services have been
addressed by various XML-based standards related to web services (such as WS-
Reliable Messaging, WS-Reliable Messaging Policies, etc.). A focal topic in many
of these standards is related to reliable messaging betweenservices, where the de-
livery of a message can be guaranteed by the underlying platform by appropriate
reconfiguration mechanisms. In contrast to thespecificationof these reliability
service properties, currently only very experimental solutions exist in the indus-
try (such as RAMP-Toolkit [13] by IBM or RM4GS [14] by a consortium led by
Fujitsu-Siemens, Hitachi and NEC) that actually implementthese reconfigurations
in order to maintain the required level of reliability.

In the paper, we facilitate the use of a precise model-based approach for the
development of high-level, reconfiguration mechanisms required for reliable mes-
saging in the underlying service middleware. Our long term goal is automatically
derive implementations of reliable messaging on various existing platforms based
directly upon provenly correct dynamic reconfiguration mechanisms.

In the current paper, we conceptually follow [1] where a semi-formal platform-
independent and a SOA-specific metamodel (ontology) was developed to capture
service architectures on various levels of abstraction in amodel-driven service de-
velopment process. Furthermore, reconfigurations for service publishing, querying
and binding were captured by graph transformation rules [4], which provide a for-
mal, rule and pattern-based specification formalism widelyused in various applica-
tion areas. This combination of metamodeling and graph transformation rules fits
well to a model-based development process for service middleware.

This paper extends the core metamodel defined in [1] (and overviewed in Sec.3)
by a new package for reliable messaging (Sec.4.2). Moreover, we provide new
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reconfiguration primitives for reliable message delivery in the form of graph trans-
formation rules (Sec.5.2) by integrating dependability techniques [10].

2 Service Reconfigurations for Reliable Messaging:
An Overview

Our overall research objectives towards provenly correct service reconfigurations
for reliable messaging follows the SENSORIA approach [16], and it is sketched in
Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Towards Provenly Correct Service Reconfigurations for Reliable Messaging

• A dependability extension of the core SOA metamodelwill be developed which is
synthesized from existing standards related to web services and other application
areas. The current paper provides a first step towards this byfocusing on service
parameters for reliable messaging.

• High-level reconfiguration primitiveswill be defined to capture dependable ser-
vices in the form of graph transformation rules by integrating traditional fault-
tolerance techniques into SOA. In the current paper, basic reconfiguration steps
are identified for providing reliable messaging between services.

• Formal analysiswill be carried out in order to justify the correctness of recon-
figurations.

• A new kind of virtual machine (called aglobal computer) is envisaged with a
specialinstruction settailored to dependable service reconfigurations.

• Finally, this instruction set will bemapped to existing technologiesdedicated to
the development of reliable web services (such as RAMP [13] or RM4GS [14])
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3 Core SOA Metamodel

To illustrate the problem domain with a small but practical example, the case study
of acourse management systemis introduced.

Let us consider a university where the students can perform their administra-
tive tasks (for instance, signing for courses and exams) online. Hereby we model
the exam management servicewithin this course management system. The exam
management component offers services to students, teachers and other employees
of the university like the administrative staff. Students can sign up for or cancel an
exam while teachers can submit the result of the exams. Administrative staff can
perform queries against the exam database (for instance, toretrieve the course with
the highest failure ratio).

The main architectural concepts of the domain of service-oriented architectures
are captured by a corresponding metamodel. The metamodel of”core” SOA func-
tionality is shown in Fig.2. It is based on the metamodel presented in [1], with a
minor modification of merging both the structural and dynamic aspects into a single
package.

Fig. 2. Core metamodel of SOA

The core model to service-oriented architectures consistsof the following ele-
ments:

• A componentis a basic ”module” in the system which provides a service. Inthe
online course management system, for instance,ExamAdministration, Exam-
Registration , ExamQuery will be such components.

• A serviceis a set of well-defined functionality. In our case, there will be three
services:ExamAdministrationService for educational staff to create new ex-
ams, set the parameters of exams (such as date, limit, etc.) and to upload the
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results of the exams;ExamRegistrationService for students to register them-
selves to exams (and to cancel registrations, if necessary)andExamQuery for
the administrative staff to retrieve statistics on exams.These will be provided by
the three components, respectively.

• A port is the communication ”endpoint” of the service, with a set ofabstract
operations and messages. For instance,ExamRegistrationPort is the interface
of ExamRegistrationService.

• A connectiondenotes a bidirectional channel between two ports at run-time.
• An operationis an ”atomic” action with input and output messages. There can

be multiple operations defined on the same port.SignUp is an operation, defined
onExamRegistrationPort.

• A messageis a set of parameters with pre-defined types. For instance,Exam-
Description message may have parameters likestudentName, examId, etc.
The abstract message class is refined into the following subtypes of messages:
response, request, service publication, query and query result.

• A service descriptionis a descriptor file containing all necessary information
about the runtime cooperation with the service, such as description of port, op-
erations, messages, etc.

4 Extensions for Reliable Messaging in Web Services

4.1 Non-functional Requirements in Existing Web Service Technologies

Although there exist some initiatives to define the so-called "non-functional" prop-
erties of services, such as Web Services Modeling Ontology [18], W3C Web Ser-
vices Architecture [17], DublinCore Metadata for ServiceDiscovery [3], the termi-
nology is still ambiguous.

To illustrate the modeling of non-functional properties bya practical and sim-
ple example, hereby we present a model-based reconfiguration for reliable mes-
saging to tolerate communication faults. As the consumers of the Web services
are not aware of the details of underlying network protocol,the semantics of the
message delivery has to be specified at the application levelas requirements for
reliable messaging. This needs a platform-independent representation of message
attributes, which is reflected by a number of emerging standards, such as [20] and
[19], which are converging to each other [21]. Some reference implementations for
popular application servers like IBM WebSphere or Apache Tomcat are available.

These industrial standards and initiatives usually suppose that the service pro-
vide signs a contract with each client about the Quality of Service, measured in
terms such as average response time, minimal throughput, type of message deliv-
ery, etc. These contracts are typically identical for classes of similar clients (roles),
for instance, Golden User, Business Partner, Individual Customer, etc. The run-
time service instances send their messages according to these contracts, and the
additional information, regarding these non-functional aspects, is hidden from the
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application layer, so that the modification of the original clients on the consumers’
side is not necessary. The additional information is handled by components aware
of reliability attributes, called”Reliable Message Endpoints”. Technologically
speaking, the header of SOAP envelopes is extended with someattributes by a
"Reliable Message Endpoint" on the provider’s side, which are then removed from
the messages by another "Reliable Message Endpoint" at the client side. Since the
concrete format of these attributes in message headers is out of our scope, here we
model an abstract description, which, however, will be mapped to existing tech-
nologies using model transformation techniques in the future.

4.2 Metamodel extensions for reliable messaging in services

Now we extend the core SOA metamodel of [1] to capture properties of reliable
messaging between services. After enriching the domain metamodel, our long term
goal is to define a corresponding UML profile to provide extensions to the UML
language tailored to a specific application domain by introducing domain concepts,
attributes and relations in the form of stereotypes and tagged values. However, the
current paper only focuses on designing extensions for reliable messaging in the
SOA metamodel.

In the current paper, we first derive a subclass from SOA element in the reliable
SOA metamodel, and then create an association from the childclass (e.g.RelMs-
gEnvelope) to the parent class (e.g.Message) in addition. As a result, original
SOA reconfiguration rules defined in [1] are still applicable with the extensions for
the reliable messaging metamodel, thus we can handled messaging between ser-
vices on the communication level in the same way as before. Furthermore, the
original messages are kept but wrapped into an envelope by introducing a new as-
sociation.

The extensions of the SOA metamodel for reliable messaging is presented in
Fig. 3:

Fig. 3. Metamodel of Reliability Extensions

• RelMsgSpecification is a class for specifying the requirements for reliable mes-
saging between SOA services (see associationspecOf).
· Attribute needsAck is a boolean value to express if an acknowledgement

should be sent to a message. If an acknowledgement arrives tothe sender
for a message, then it is guaranteed that the message is sent at least once.
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· Attribute filterDuplicates is a boolean value to express that a message should
be accepted and processed by the receiver at most once.

· Attribute timeout is a timer constraint which specifies how much does the
sender waits for the acknowledgement of a message before retransmission.

· AttributemaxNumberOfRetrans is an integer which puts an upper limit how
many times a message can be retransmitted by the sender due tothe lack of
acknowledgement from the receiver.

• RelMsgEnvelope is a subclass of core SOAMessage which serves as an en-
velope for wrapping up the real message to be sent (wraps).
· Attribute numberOfRetrans is a serial number for the envelope which is in-

creased by one each time the same message is retransmitted.
· Attribute timeElapsed denotes the time elapsed since the (last) transmission

of a message.
• Acknowledgement is a subclass of core SOAMessage which denotes an ac-

knowledgement sent in response to a message.

As this extension reflects to existing standards, implementations of models can be
derived following the Model Driven Architecture (MDA, [12]) approach. Runtime
values of attributes will be generated from XML descriptors. The automated gen-
eration of XML descriptors from high level models is part of our future research.

In the course management application, let us consider the scenario of signing
up for an exam. The two communicating components areClientApp andExam-
Registration. The client signs up for a particular exam by sending a message to the
instance port ofExamRegistrationProviderPT port type. This operation needs an
ExactlyOncemessaging semantics, denoted by the attributes of the reliability spec-
ification of the message. Fig.4 shows the relevant part of the instance graph of the
system.

Fig. 4. Instance graph of the exam management system
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Message sending operation will be executed by the application of transforma-
tions on the instance graph as described in Sect.5.

5 Reconfiguration for Reliable SOA Messaging by Graph Trans-
formation

We now propose to describe the reconfiguration mechanisms ofreliable SOA mes-
saging by graph transformation rules (conceptually following the approach pre-
sented in [1]).

5.1 Overview of graph transformation

A main benefit of using graph transformations as a formal specification paradigm
for capturing reconfiguration rules is that they are visual,intuitive, therefore they
can be understood by service engineers as well. The interested reader may find a
detailed theoretical discussion of graph transformation in [4], here we present just
a brief overview on it.

Furthermore, graph transformation allows dynamic metamodeling [7] in a cer-
tain domain. The high-level (ontological) concepts are visualized as UML class
diagrams while graph patterns are considered to be UML object diagrams to ex-
press that concrete models are instances (objects) of the metamodel (classes). This
combines the advantage of precise modeling and visual design, as the ontology
”behind” the class diagram defines the semantics of the model, while the graph
transformation rules, interpreted on concrete model instances, can be designed vi-
sually by existing graph transformation tools.

A graph transformation rule consists of aLeft Hand Side (LHS), aRight Hand
Side (RHS)and optionally aNegative Application Condition (NAC). The LHS is
a graph pattern consisting of themandatoryelements which prescribes a precon-
dition for the application of the rule. TheRHS is a graph pattern containing all
elements which should be present after the application of the rule. Elements in the
RHS ∩ LHS are unchanged after the execution of the transformation, elements
in LHS \ RHS are deleted while elements inRHS \ LHS are newly created by
the rule. The fulfillment of the negative condition preventsthe rule from being
executed on the particular matching. Furthermore, graph transformation rules fre-
quently allow the use ofattribute conditions (constraints)which restrict attributes
of the matched nodes, andattribute assignments, which may describe the updates
of certain attributes as a result of rule application. Hereby we follow the Double
Pushout (DPO) approach [4] for the semantics of graph transformation.

A Graph Transformation System, GTSconsists of a graph instance and the
transformation rules. The execution of a GTS is nondeterministic, since the next
rule to be applied and the matching on which a rule is applied is not restricted (by
default) by additional control information.

In this paper, we use a compact visualization of graph transformation rules (first
introduced in the Fujaba framework [6]), when the entire rule is merged into a
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single pattern. Newly created elements are denoted by{new} and by slashed lines
while deleted elements have a grey background and a{deleted}tag. Elements in
the subset of theLHSand theRHSare visualized normally, and elements of NAC
are crossed out. In the current paper, the{new} tag implicitly implicates a negative
condition as well, which prevents the rule from creating infinite number of new
elements on the same matching (in the case of messaging, the same message is
received only once).

Rules of Fig.5 (which is a simplified version of rules presented in [1]) illustrate
message sending and receiving in Service Oriented Architectures with the ”tradi-
tional” and the compact visualization style.

Fig. 5. Sending and receiving a message

The rules in Fig.5 capture the operations of the basic messaging. Two services
can communicate if there is an open connection between them.The message is first
sent via the connection (a newsentVia association is created). The service provider
can receive the message only once, this is implicated by the negative application
condition of the receive rule.

5.2 Reconfiguration Rules

The reliable messaging can be assured by the following reconfiguration rules cap-
tured by graph transformation.

First, the normal messages have to be packed into and wrappedfrom envelopes
(as in the case of present reliable messaging technologies). Thus, the messages are
wrapped up in the sender side instead of being transmitted (Fig. 6) and envelopes
are opened before receiving their content at the receiver side Fig.7. As the type of
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the message is of specified, these rules will match for instances of every subclass
of message class with a reliability specification. Thus, reliable messaging is also
provided for asynchronous service invocations, discoveryqueries, etc.

Fig. 6. Wrapping a Message into an Envelope

Fig. 7. Opening an Envelope

At the sender side, there are basically two message sending modes, depending
on the value of theneedsAck parameter of theReliableMessageSpecification
object describing the requirements for messaging.

At least once message delivery
If this parameter istrue, reliable message sending required for a particular mes-

sage, which corresponds to theAtLeastOncemessaging semantics. In this case, the
sender will wait for an acknowledgement and consider the transmission of a mes-
sage successful only if the acknowledgement arrives withinthe timeout interval.
The rule of the successful message transmission (more precisely, the arrival of an
acknowledgement in time) is shown in Fig.8

On the other hand, if the acknowledgement does not arrive in time, then the
next action (i.e. the next rule to be applied) depends on the number of retransmit-
ted messages. If the retransmission number of a particular message is smaller than
the allowed (precondition of ruleRetransmitMsg), then a new instance of theRe-
liableMsgEnvelope class is created and sent with the same content and a higher
retransmission number (ruleRetransmitMsg). If the same message content cannot
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Fig. 8. Acknowledgement arrives in time

be sent again (precondition of ruleTransmissionFailure), then the transmission of
the message is considered to be failed. Note that if no acknowledgement is needed,
then no additional rules are applied at message sending, only the core”SendMsg”
rule matches the instance graph.

Fig. 9. Retransmission of a Message if Timeout Exceeded

Fig. 10. Failure of Message Transmission

On the receiver side, the messages are acknowledged if needed (see Fig.11),
otherwise the coreReceiveMsgrule is applied.
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Fig. 11. Sending an Acknowledgement to an incoming message

Exactly once message delivery
Some applications may need the guarantee of theExactlyOncesemantics, which

prescribes acknowledgements and filtering (needsAck andfilterDuplicates are set
to true, respectively).

At this communication mode, if the first instance arrives (noprevious message
has been received with the same content), then the message isreceived and an
acknowledgement is created and sent back, as shown in Fig.12.

Fig. 12. Receiving the first message instance with theExactlyOncesemantics

If the acknowledgement of a message is lost (due to some network error), then
the sender will retransmit the same message after the timeout exceeds. In this case,
a duplicate message will be received at thefrom Port. If the duplicates are filtered
, then the arriving duplicate message is dropped but an acknowledgment is still
created, as shown in Fig.13.

In the case of registration for an exam, the successful registration may corre-
spond to the following rule application sequence:closeEnvelope, sendMsg, sendAck,
openEnvelope, receiveMsg, andtransmissionSuccess.
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Fig. 13. Deleting duplicates

6 Related work

Related works in this field usually concentrate either on describing the non-functio-
nal attributes of services, or on visual modeling of dynamicaspects of Service Ori-
ented Architectures. Our work is based on the approach of [1]. [2] describes the
application of graph transformations in the runtime matching of behavioral Web
service specifications. In [8], the conformance testing of Web services is based on
graph transformations, focusing on the automated test casegeneration. However,
none of these works discusses the aspects of reliable messaging. Our aim was to
utilize the benefits of this approach by extending the metamodel and the transfor-
mation rules.

Graph transformation is used as a specification technique for dynamic archi-
tectural reconfigurations in [5] using the algebraic framework CommUnity. Hirsch
uses graph transformations over hypergraphs in [9] to specify run-time interactions
among components, reconfigurations, and mobility in a givenarchitectural style.
However, the problem of reliable messaging in SOA is not addressed in either case.

A profile for reliability was designed for J2EE applicationsin [15]. Our work
is different in the sense that we introduce a formal operational semantics of re-
liability messaging mechanisms which can provide basis forthe underlying SOA
middleware in an application independent way.

In [11], a pattern based specification and run-time validation approach is pre-
sented for interaction properties of web services using a semantic web rule lan-
guage (SWRL). These patterns include constraints (requirements) on service invo-
cations includingat-most-nandat-least-nmessage delivery. This approach only
reports run-time violation of the constraints, while our overall goal is to guarantee
the delivery of messages with appropriate reliability semantics by the underlying
middleware.

In the industrial field, there are existing and emerging specifications and tech-
nologies like [19], [20], [21]. However, their use is still ad-hoc and no model-based
design-time support is available for reliable messaging.
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7 Conclusion

In this paper we proposed an extension to the core SOA metamodel of [1] and a
technique to capture the reconfiguration mechanisms to enhance the development
of more robust SOA middleware. The main advantage of our solution is its seamless
integration with the previous initiative: core SOA reconfiguration mechanisms of
[1] are directly applicable without changes, furthermore, the original messages are
kept unaltered by the proposed wrap up mechanism.

We are currently working on the formal verification of the correctness of the
proposed reconfiguration mechanisms using existing verification tools for graph
transformation systems. As the next step in the future, we plan to implement the
automatic generation of runtime implementation in existing middleware and to cre-
ate test cases for reliable messaging.
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